March 22, 2010

OIL SANDS INFORMATION BULLETIN 2010-04

SUBJECT: New Oil Sands Tenure Information Bulletin Subscription List

The Oil Sands Operations (OSO) Division sends Information Bulletins to Oil Sands Tenure clients to provide notification of general information relating to administration of Crown Oil Sands Tenure, proposed changes to legislation or regulations, and changes in principles and procedures (guidelines).

To improve communication with industry, OSO has created a new Oil Sands Tenure Information Bulletin (Tenure IB) subscription email list. The Tenure IB supplements the Information Letters available on the Oil Sands homepage and requires a separate subscription from the Oil Sands Information Letter subscription list. Subscribing to the Tenure IB email list will automatically provide clients with the Tenure IB at the same time it is posted to the Department of Energy’s website.

Clients requiring Oil Sands Tenure Information Bulletins may subscribe to this new feature by navigating to the Oil Sands homepage from the Department of Energy website www.energy.gov.ab.ca. (Navigation instructions - In the left menu find and click on Our Business, Services, and then click on the topic Subscriptions.)

There will be a transition period where OSO will send the Oil Sands Tenure Information Bulletins using both the Information Letter list, and the new Tenure IB list; therefore, you may receive the same bulletin twice during this time. Effective June 1, 2010, the department will only send the Oil Sands Tenure Information Bulletin via the new Tenure IB subscription email list.

More than one contact per company can subscribe. It will be each individual contact’s responsibility to keep the email address current. You may unsubscribe at any time using the unsubscribe link.

For more information about Oil Sands Tenure Information Bulletins, please contact:
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